We take pride in providing not only the best software on the market today, but also the best hardware. The TOSHIBA - VISUAL TOUCH solution will ensure that your POS system will remain running under the harshest of conditions. No matter what time of day or night, you will always be operating smoothly with Visual-Touch Software and Toshiba Hardware.
By controlling all aspects of the manufacturing process, Toshiba TEC is able to customize the colour of the ST-A20 POS Terminal. Toshiba TEC will meet not only colours* and logos, but also dimensions, appearances, combination of optional kits requested by our customers.

*minimum quantity required

The WILLPOS C10 - all-in-one touchscreen terminal solution with its integrated printer and fan-less design is ideally suited to the most diverse range of markets. Mounted on the wall or sitting on the counter, mobile or wired, it is the stylish system with advanced functionality designed for applications in retail, manufacturing, transportation and hospitality.

Direct from the Toshiba experts, an energy-saving yet powerful POS engine, specifically designed to reduce environmental impact. The innovative WILLPOS B20, with its quick and effortless "slide-out" servicing, is the smart choice for today’s eco-friendly retailers.
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Specifically designed to reduce energy usage and environmental impact, the WILLPOS A20 is the finest Point of Sale choice for retailers looking for supreme performance and reliability with impressive green credentials. With its sleek black design, high performance multimedia touch screens and flexible options, it’s simply the stylish heart of any successful retail business. Incredible power, multimedia and technological advances have all been packed into this ultra-compact footprint, to maximize valuable counter space and delight your customers.
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CUSTOMIZED PRODUCTS

By controlling all aspects of the manufacturing process, Toshiba TEC is able to customize the colour of the ST-A20 POS Terminal. Toshiba TEC will meet not only colours* and logos, but also dimensions, appearances, combination of optional kits requested by our customers.

Features

- Superior performance
- Green Machine
- Large dual displays
- 9 USB ports
- 3 powered USB ports
- Less Energy, More Power
- Customer display

Applications

- With its uniquely sealed design to shield from spills and dust the A-20 is the POS for the toughest retail and hospitality environments
- Hotels, Bars, Restaurants
- Grocery, Delicatessens, liquor
- Convenience Stores
- Apparel, Shoe, Specialty
- Pharmacy

Retail Innovation
At Your Fingertips

- Wall mounted
- Touchscreen
- All in One POS
- Integrated Printer
- Drip-Proof
- Battery Option

Products Highlights

- Effortless maintenance
- Enhanced Functionality
- Green Machine
- Universal connectivity
- Easy diagnostic
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Visual Touch is able to offer clients a complete customized POS Software and Hardware package solution that fits their individual needs. By providing our clients with the ideal hardware setup for their location we are able to create a POS system that works in a way that saves time and money. This translates into decreased costs and improved efficiency throughout the workplace.

**POS SOFTWARE**

VisualTouch software is a complete Point of Sale system that provides you with the advanced POS functionality you need in order to manage your business.

- Retail
- C-Store
- Lodging
- Fast Food
- Night Club & Bar
- Fine Dining
- Grocery
- Membership Club

**POS HARDWARE**

By offering wide-ranging products and services, TOSHIBA TEC has satisfied customers and retailers ranging from mass merchants to those running convenience stores, boutiques and restaurants. Toshiba is one of the only companies that continues to manufacture all of the components in its products and, as a result, is able to provide the assurance of longevity in its build quality and product support.

**SUPPORT**

If you ever need service done at your location, our field analysts offer strong technical skills and a comprehensive knowledge of the system so you can be assured that you are in good hands. VisualTouch Support can help solve your problems either over the phone, through remote diagnostics.

www.toshibateccanada.com
## Software Features

- Simple & Count-down Inventory
- Recipe, Sub-Recipe, and Matrix Inventory
- Time & attendance tracking
- Scheduling (employee)
- Employee Job classes
- Delivery Functionality
- VIP Account Functionality
- House accounts module
- Support of a quick cam interface for accounts
- Loyalty program - Rewards points & Point Redemption
- Credit note Functionality
- Gift Card Program – tracking, redemption, Serialization & expiry enforcement
- Credit card processing - fully integrated
- Debit card processing - fully integrated
- Multi-Currency Module
- Split / combine check and item functionality
- Transfer item and check functionality
- Cue card support
- Memo capability
- Forced and Optional Modifiers
- Employee messaging (internal e-mail)
- Hold & Fire Capabilities
- Prep Sequencing Capabilities
- Enterprise support for multi location control and reporting
- VisualViewer direct remote hi-speed access
- Custom report generator with export capability
- HTML reporting and custom form integration
- Custom map editor and multiple map file support
- Full flexibility of items / taxes and unlimited items / groups / panels
- Support multiple database format
- FTS - Failure Tolerance System™ for automatic redundancy & backup
- Security levels & robust permission structure
- Timed item support for billiards, rentals, and golf
- Electric device remote control (lights, gates, etc.) works with timed items
- Discounting, coupons, tax exemptions, surcharges
- Auto gratuity feature for large groups etc.
- Combo feature for grouping and auto price adjusting
- Pre-defined discounts / coupons
- Video interface feature with text insertion capability
- VisualSafe DVR integration
- Kiosk with HTML support for self-ordering
- Reservation Module
- Hostess Module including seating, reservations and Waitlist Management
- Complete Pizza Module for sizing and toppings
- Biometric Support for Sign-in and Sign-Out
- Purchase order creation
- Accounting Software integration

## Hardware Features

- **TOSHIKA WILLPOS A10**
  - Small foot print
  - Bright 15" touch screen
  - Tool-less serviceability
  - Ultra low voltage CPU

- **TOSHIKA WILLPOS A20**
  - Low power consumption
  - Optional second display
  - Small foot print
  - Powerful multimedia capabilities

- **TOSHIKA WILLPOS C10**
  - All-in-One Terminal
  - Mobility
  - Flexible Set-up
  - Energy not power

## Solutions for Your Business

Providing the control you need

As a complete system, VisualTouch has everything you need to monitor the hundreds of aspects that affect your business each day. Seamless integration, extensive reporting, open architecture, and robust inventory control features.

**Efficiency**

VisualTouch provides a new dimension in efficiency with its easy-to-use integrated features and improved accountability.
SOFTWARE HIGHLIGHTS

Information & Reporting
VisualTouch puts critical information at your fingertips allowing you to make informed decisions. Visual Touch arms you with a full suite of reporting functions at the click of a button, including:

- Customer Preferences
- Detailed Sales Analysis
- Profit Center Reporting
- Multi-location Inventory
- Staff performance Statistics
- Unlimited historical sales information
- Payroll/Scheduling/Time & Attendance
- Built-in Customized Reporting Tool

Inventory - Control of shrinkage
VisualTouch inventory control system allows for tracking of any type of inventory item in real-time including: single-unit, count-down, recipe, size/attribute matrix, pizza item inventory

Multi-languages
The VisualTouch software support English, French, Chinese, and can be adapted to any language or character set available

Gift Card Program
VisualTouch POS Software has an integrated gift card program built into the software at no extra charge. This will allow your store to create and run your own gift card program that can build a better customer rapport through rewards and sales of gift cards.

VisualTouch means higher profits
The bottom line is VisualTouch will have a positive impact on your profitability starting from the day you install it. With the system’s speed, accuracy, and ease-of-use, you can make timely management decisions based on fact, not guesswork, providing instant access to all transaction, inventory and statistical information.

Contact your dealer representative:
Ready for the NEW VisualTouch?

2013 New VT design

Features a more sleek, modern look, with new functionality and more features for your business.
User-Friendly Order-Entry
- Customer Bill Content
- 50 Keys for Order Entry
- 15 Tab Keys for Quick Panel Random Access
- Check Information Window
- All Items May be Ordered through Pop-up Menus
- Easy "Point and Shoot" Procedures
- Nearly Eliminates New Employee Training
VISUALTOUCH RETAIL FEATURES

➢ **Full Accounting Interface**
  - Integrates seamlessly with Simply Accounting, Quickbooks, ACPAC and Acomba.
  - Posts all sales data, employee tracking and order details to your accounting package, automatically.
  - Saves time and money and hours of manual entry.

➢ **Full inventory Module**
  - Includes simple, detailed, Count-down and 5-Level Matrix Inventory.
  - Check inventory across different locations and drill down to size, colour and style.
  - Automatic reorder points when your stock gets low, and the system will create a PO automatically when below designated point.
  - Purchase order creation including automatic re-order specification.
  - Cue card/product information sheet and Memo support built into inventory items.
  - Timed inventory item support for rental products.
  - Full flexibility of items / taxes and unlimited items / groups / panels.
  - Inventory items can have pictures on them for easy identification.
  - Pass-Through inventory items, can be used for consignment products.
  - Supports layaways.
  - Mobile inventory devices supported include Motorola handheld scanners, and tablets for inventory scanning, receiving or lookup.

➢ **Employee Attendance Tracking with Timekeeping and Scheduler**
  - Employee Job classification Management.
  - Wage level designation depending on employee, shift or day.
  - Schedule your employees and print out or email shift schedule directly to employees from within Visualtouch!
  - Keeps track of when employees punch in and out and can block employees from clocking in early.
  - All data automatically transfers to your accounting interface for payroll.
  - Employees can clock in using numeric key, employee card or fingerprint reader for added security.
  - Biometric Support for Sign-in and Sign-Out.

➢ **Customer Account Functionality**
  - Supports client photo on file and uses a webcam for photos.
  - Have your customer pay on account using a customer card or account number, and automatically debit their credit card or prepay.

➢ **Gift Card & Customer Loyalty Program**
  - Rewards points & Point Redemption with no additional costs transaction fees.
  - Gift Card Program – tracking, redemption, Serialization, and expiry enforcement.
    - Customers can earn gift points on all their purchases and can be redeemed at other store locations.
    - Customers can earn loyalty points for use in the store posting tweets or “likes” on facebook.
  - Ability to process a refund onto a gift card or create a credit note.
  - Create custom gift and customer cards to be used in your store, using your branding.
  - Customize the details of your rewards program, any time you like.

➢ **Website ordering interface and ecommerce integration**
  - Integrates with your website to support web ordering and ties directly into your front end POS.
  - Allows web orders to use store stock and ties directly into store inventory.
  - Synchronizes web store with POS items in store.
  - Fully customizable interface.
Integrated Credit card & Debit Card processing
- Fully integrated – High Speed Debit Credit Processing with competitive rates.
- Integrates debit and credit with your POS system.
- Allows for single receipt, not multiple bills from two different systems.
- Automatically consolidates with end of day report.
- Eliminates input discrepancies between Debit-Credit terminal and POS System.
- No Software license fee or annual fee for integration.

Multi-Language Module
- Supports multiple languages concurrently.
- Set different operators with unique languages, and have customer screens in alternate language.
- Currently supports English, French, simplified Chinese and other languages can be added easily.

Multi-Currency Module
- Accept multiple currencies simultaneously.
- Use multiple cash drawers with different currencies.
- Currency conversion built into software.

Full Enterprise Module
- Enterprise support for multi location control, reporting and management.
- Change prices, products or policies remotely from head office or from your smartphone, tablet, laptop or home computer, anywhere in the world!
- Group your stores any way you like: by region within each province, by franchisee, by salesperson, product, etc.
- Detailed or summary reports are available for any location, group, or group of concepts.
- Add, delete or modify a location, group of locations or concept on the fly.
- Send updates regularly to selected or all locations.
- Create date-activated promotions that will automatically update all systems from your enterprise.
- Employees can no longer accidentally change prices or select a promotion that is invalid.

Full reporting Engine
- Custom report generator with export capability.
- HTML reporting and custom form integration.
- Automatically email reports at end of day.

Bullet-Proof Program Structure
- Visualtouch was created in Canada in the early 1980’s and has years of experience in over 5000 clients worldwide, starting with mom & pop shops and all the way up to enterprise multinational corporations. The only POS Software that is directly backed by Toshiba TEC-POS Division.
- Supports multiple database formats incl: MySQL, Microsoft SQL and more.
- Can handle unlimited amount of transactions simultaneously, and supports an unlimited customer database and an unlimited employee database.
- Hybrid software system, which is locally based and has cloud redundancy and automated real-time backup.
- No need for expensive hardware servers, Visualtouch has built in local redundancy.
- If the Main system goes down, the next available terminal can operate without connection to the other terminals or stores, for an unlimited amount of time.
- Our system does not require an internet connection to run and can operate in “disconnected mode” for as long as needed.
VisualSafe DVR Integration
- Video interface feature with text overlay capability.
- View employee video record when recalling a transaction.
- Built right into Visualtouch and requires no other software or hardware, just cameras.
- Remote Viewing through Smartphone, Tablet, Laptop or home computer, anywhere in the world!
- Full Remote Access via Enterprise.
- Remote playback of recorded Video files.
- 1 -> 64 Cameras per location recording with audio.
- Smart Search Capabilities.
- PRE & Post video recording on motion.
- Email notification upon motion with picture.
- Full Screen Display With Text Insertion.
- Supports Pan, Tilt & Zoom video surveillance cameras.
- Schedule advanced monitoring, recording, alarm, and alert method schemes.

Digital Signage and Marketing Display Integration
- Completely flexible, inexpensive solution that integrates seamlessly with your POS.
- Built right into Visualtouch and requires no other 3rd party software.
- Synchronizes items from your POS with items displayed on signage.
- Remote Viewing through Smartphone, Tablet, Laptop or home computer, anywhere in the world!
- Full Remote Access via Enterprise.
- Make changes at head office and synchronize with all stores.
- Ability to integrate with your website or social networking site.
- Uses Toshiba hardware for displays and controller, all with 3 year warranty.

Advanced Ordering and Invoicing Features
- Split / combine invoices and item functionality for multiple payment methods.
- Discounting, coupons, tax exemptions, surcharges.
- Combo feature for grouping and auto price adjusting.
- Pre-defined discounts / coupons.
- Future order capabilities.
- Kiosk capability with HTML support for self-ordering.

Fully Canadian Product
- Visualtouch was written and created in Canada in the early 1980’s and has years of experience in over 5000 clients worldwide (90% in Canada), starting with mom & pop shops and all the way up to enterprise multinational corporations.
- Visualtouch’s product has always been 100% Canadian with all employees residing in Canada.
- Programmers and support staff are all Canadian and work out of the Woodbridge or Ottawa offices. Much of the competition outsources their support and developers.
- The only POS Software that is directly backed by Toshiba TEC Canada-POS Division. Also sold in the USA by Toshiba TEC America.
- All Toshiba hardware is supported out of our Markham office and all warranty repairs are done at this office as well.
- All Toshiba Point of Sale hardware has a standard 3 year warranty and can be upgraded to a 5-year warranty and is valid and warrantied throughout Canada.
Features that Separate us from the Competition

- Free software updates and upgrades for life!!!
  - This includes any bugfixes, brand new features and modules for lifetime!
  - Automatic, just like windows update.
  - Updates are optional and do not need to be taken to continue using the software.
  - 84% of competitors charge for updates, whether they be major or minor.
- No annual software licensing fee.
- Software has a lifetime warranty included at no extra charge.
- Major modules and new updated features free of charge to all customers.
- We do not charge for modules, there is one price for our software and it is not “a-la-carte” as 90% of competitor products are.
- 24 hour support available, and remember that all support is Canadian.
- Software is transferrable, and can be taken from one store to another, one device to another.
- We can write custom features within your product to improve and grow with your business as times change and as your business needs develop. Often we can make custom programming changes within as little as one week!

Other Features

- Security levels & robust permission structure.
- Employee messaging (internal e-mail).
- Electric device remote control (lights, gates, etc.) works with timed items.
- Full Back office management system built in.

Below you’ll find some information regarding the Toshiba TEC POS Division and our products.

Please find enclosed a short brochure outlining some of the Retail Technology Solutions offered by Toshiba POS.

TOSHIBA IBM

We are well known for our consumer products and increasingly for our point of sale products. As the World’s Largest POS manufacturer, Toshiba TEC has offered high quality, retail-hardened point of sale systems for the past 60 years. We hold a dominant share of the market in many parts of the world including Japan and Europe. Combined, Toshiba TEC & IBM Retail hold the number one Market Share in North America and across all continents in POS Solutions. Due to our latest acquisition of IBM’s Point of sale division, we are now also the world’s largest point of sale manufacturer as well:


Our systems are manufactured under strict quality control measures providing the assurance of both build quality and product continuity for years to come. As a result, we offer unrivalled longevity for customer roll-outs that need to continue over a period of years. It is this ability to guarantee consistency of product that is so crucial to our valued customers and software partners.

We encourage you to contact us with your Retail Technology needs and to receive more information on how Toshiba can assist you in building hardware and software solutions that meet your current and future needs.

You can also learn more about Toshiba POS solutions at our website [www.toshibateccanada.com](http://www.toshibateccanada.com) and on our Youtube channel at ToshibaPOS.
VisualCloud New Interface

2013 New Design

Features a more sleek, web 3.0 look, with enhanced functionality and extended features for your business.
VisualEnterprise is a robust solution to deliver on the promise of intelligent, integrated and simpler applications for growing and midsize businesses. Our philosophy is simple: Let everyone from the stockroom to the boardroom transact with a single database. VisualEnterprise is a remarkably easy-to-use, all-in-one solution that beautifully integrates all of your store’s transactional activity into an effective and user-friendly management tool. Version 2.1 collects detailed information on a per-store basis, rolling the data into valuable metrics that will help businesses enhance productivity and increase sales.

As commercial globalization becomes reality, businesses need to be location-agnostic. But differing technologies, databases, legacy applications, and communication standards all pose obstacles to integration. Visual Information Products is one company working to bridge those gaps. VisualEnterprise aims to extend the idea of service-oriented architecture in which business programs are viewed as services, not discrete software components, to inter-business communication. All the services speak the same language and seamlessly integrate their information into the enterprise dataset.

VisualEnterprise is intelligent

The system holds all corporate data in a single database, giving you access to your key performance metrics on a customizable, real-time basis. As a result, VisualEnterprise enables you to make better, faster decisions.

VisualEnterprise is integrated

Within a single, powerful application, it combines complete transactional information and back-office functionality into a familiar user experience. As a result, it allows companies to unite fragmented data and automate processes from end to end.

VisualEnterprise is simple

With VisualEnterprise, implementations are both faster and less expensive than traditional enterprise installations. Modularity enables phased implementations according to your company’s need. In addition, advanced customization ability supports business as you define it. As a complete solution, it significantly reduces your total cost of ownership (TCO).

Unify Business Processes across the Enterprise

With a single, integrated platform, your employees no longer have to re-enter data in different systems, rectify inconsistent or inaccurate data, or wait for batch updates. Instead, all your employees view and share accurate data in real time, leading to greater collaboration among departments and increased productivity across your business.

Unify Business Processes across the Enterprise

With a single, integrated platform, your employees no longer have to re-enter data in different systems, rectify inconsistent or inaccurate data, or wait for batch updates. Instead, all your employees view and share accurate data in real time, leading to greater collaboration among departments and increased productivity across your business.
Increased Visibility for Better Decision Making

Access to real-time reporting and key performance metrics allows your business to stay ahead of the curve, supporting intelligent, timely business decisions. In addition, full visibility into unified sales and client records results in more efficient and highly personalized sales, service and analytical processes.

Get Superior Value with an Affordable Solution

Built from the ground up for growing and midsize businesses, VisualEnterprise offers affordable pricing, accelerated implementation, and comprehensive support packages that results in unbeatable TCO. Plus, you eliminate the costly and time-consuming integration often associated with using a patchwork of disconnected systems. Visual Information Products also provides comprehensive training and support programs that ensure efficient implementation and continued, long-term success.

Viewing your Enterprise

You have multiple store location in different geographical regions and each region contains multiple concepts. VisualEnterprise’s unique Graphical User Interface (GUI) will allow you to group and view this information in an unlimited number of ways. Built to communicate information more efficiently, this solution provides detailed reporting on your company’s individual stores as well as consolidated information on the entire organization.

- Group your stores any way you like, by region within each concept, by franchisee, by sales, etc.
- Detailed or summary reports are available for any location, group, or group of concepts
- Add, delete or modify a location, group of locations or concept on the fly

Information Management

Information in VisualEnterprise flows both ways simultaneously! With VisualTouch’s unique Delta technology, our enterprise solution allows the corporate office to send updates to selected or all locations at any time in real-time. This feature can help ensure that standards are implemented automatically at every store location to maintain consistency across your enterprise including inventory, promotions, new items, and price changes to name just a few.

- Send updates regularly to selected or all locations
- Create date-activated promotions that will automatically update all systems from your enterprise
- Employees can no longer accidentally change prices or select a promotion that is invalid

Extensive Reporting

As much or as little information as you wish is available at the touch of a button. Make sure that everyone in your organization is aware of new promotions and menu changes. As an example, while the Marketing Director receives feedback on the latest lunchtime promotions, Regional Directors can browse through the figures from locations in their district. And more direct access to information means more time to make the decisions that really count!
Visual Digital Menu Board & Marketing Displays

Take complete control of your interior signage and promotional customer offerings with a digital menu board from VisualTouch. One of the latest tools to emerge in the quick-service market is the digital menu board. A fully integrated feature of the VisualTouch point-of-sale (POS) systems, this dynamic technology displays menus while simultaneously drawing customers’ attention to other information, like current store promotions. While the quick-service market becomes increasingly aware of the benefits of digital versus traditional menu boards, restaurant owners seek a solid solution that will improve operations and boost customer experience.

No more back and forth with designers or waiting for new signage to be shipped when a Digital Menu & Marketing Display places control at your fingertips. A traditional restaurant menu display board and applied graphics are created by design companies and manufacturers, and then shipped to locations requiring a high degree of coordination between vendors and store owners. The VISUAL Digital Menu & Marketing Display solves those coordination challenges by putting the control directly into your hands.

All of the Digital Menu & Marketing Display changes are automatic and done via your VISUAL back office requiring no intervention from front of house store employees and no waiting for shipments, allowing for fully updateable content and an increased ability to display relevant, dynamic information. Want to drop an item from your menu for the season? Need to display a limited time only special? Interested in promoting high margin items? No problem! Our Digital Menu & Marketing Display gives you flexibility and control!

The VISUAL Digital Menu & Marketing Display is created as a custom-designed webpage that dynamically updates its content based on preconfigured settings, such as displaying at certain time periods. This page will appear on the selected LCD or Plasma display. Multiple displays with unique content can be configured. The Digital Menu & Marketing Display webpage content is created using a combination of HTML pages and menu item prices & description within the VisualTouch POS system.

Integration Advantages of VISUAL Digital Menu & Marketing Display

Menu and price changes are made concurrent with POS changes and seamlessly updated in real-time which increases the level of accuracy between the price displayed on the menu and price charged to the customer, thus improving customer satisfaction.

- Allows employees to focus on customer service rather than manual menu board changes
- Visual Enterprise Module allows Corporate to manage the content for each store
- Attention grabbing graphics promoting revenue generating up-selling product interest
- Pleasing esthetic look complimentary to your existing décor

Powerful Marketing Capabilities

- Attention-grabbing graphics to promote specials and up-selling which can increase revenue
- Custom graphics provides branding opportunities and a specialized feel for the display
- Drive additional traffic, create more product interest, and help build customer loyalty

Web-enabled Design

- Created as a custom-designed web page that dynamically updates its content based on preconfigured settings
- Incorporates the use of a web browser, ASP application, and web service to deliver customized content to the menu board display
- Supplies the basic content with purchase options for specialized content

VisualSafe combines the POS Back office Server with a powerful Digital Video Recording System. The seamless integration of the POS data servers into the video surveillance and recording system eliminates the need and added cost of two separate units.

The VT-Pro Back-Office Surveillance Servers high capacity recording capabilities are enhanced with built-in video motion detection, alarm-based recording, and relay outputs to controls. Record and display images from one, four, nine or sixteen camera inputs to a single SVGA or NTSC TV monitor. Digitally record and archive weeks of video information to almost a Terabyte of dedicated hard disk space. View live video while recording and operating pan/tilt/zoom functions on controllable cameras. The VT-Pro also features remote site access and remote web server for offsite viewing and maintenance. Remote site users have search, pan and tilt and relay capabilities.

The Most User Friendly Interface Available in a Digital Video Surveillance System

- 320 x 240, 640 x 480 Recording Resolution
- Remote Viewing Via Browser
- Integrated Webcam OR IIS Server Webcam
- Full Remote Access via Remote Client Software
- Remote playback of recorded Video files
- 1 - 16 Channels Audio Recording
- Smart Search Capabilities
- 2 Way Audio Communication via LAN
- FULL REMOTE ADMINISTRATIVE ACCESS
- PRE & Post video recording on motion
- Email notification upon motion with picture
- Full Screen Display With Text Insertion
- Supports Pan, Tilt & Zoom video surveillance cameras
- Digital Watermark Technology
- Adjustable frame rates for each camera between 1 - 30 FPS
- MPEG OR MJPEG Video Compression with adjustable compression settings
- Schedule advanced monitoring, recording, alarm, and alert method schemes
- Mask out areas of unwanted motion - Eliminate false alarms

The VisualSafe VT-Pro Back-office Surveillance Server’s remarkable recording features make it easy to customize a recording schedule. Each camera input can be set to activate when a camera detects motion or a POS transaction has occurred. Each camera input can be programmed to overlay the Visual Touch POS register transaction at the time of transaction. Digital zoom permits the user to zoom in on a selected area of the image during live viewing and playback. Versatile high-speed search operations include time and date searching, index searching, skip searching, alarm list searching, and POS transaction searching.
Welcome

A Point of Sale system is designed to provide greater control and improved visibility of your businesses operations. The system provides everything you need to monitor the hundreds of aspects that affect your business each day such as credit and debit card transactions, sales reporting, inventory control, requisitions and shrinkage control.

Today's competitive business environments require complete control of your business. Whether you are managing a single location or large scale multi-location operations, without having the in depth information required to make accurate business decisions your operation will not be able to keep up with the speed of your competitors.

Interpay integrates payment processing with existing Point of Sale systems. They are a leading provider of integrated high performance, real time, financial transaction software solutions.